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  Bulgogi Brothers


	
		
Korean BBQ Restaurant




Here, every table is equipped with its own state-of-the-art built-in grill, 
and every dish is made-to-order using only the finest ingredients. 
So walk in with a big appetite and then leave with a full belly –
minus the lingering aroma of barbecue on your clothes. 
BULGOGI BROTHERS. Setting fire in over 30 restaurants in 
Korea, the Philippines, Canada, and now, Malaysia.











[image: ]Fine Ingredients
Fresh gogi aka meat as the star ingredients used for all the dishes. Not only the meat, but all the ingredients are fresh and the premium spices brought from the Korea.









[image: ]Genuine Receipe

With fine ingredients, we able to bring the K-town to the Malaysia. So it is not only the receipe from Korea, but the ingredients too. Skewers on culinary experience. 









[image: ]Delicious and Healthy

Various type of bulgogi in the menu that deliver the healthy and delicious options. Choose according your preferences! Korean food always give priority to the health.

















[image: ]Lunch Set Won’t Go Wrong
Bulgogi brother’s lunch set that comes with main course with refillable side dishes. On top of that, we serve your favourite tea and seasonal fruits just for RM 18.90 onwards. Grab this deal.


















[image: ]Korean Buffet Style
Bulgogi Bros now offer you all to the “All You Can Eat Korean Style Buffet” just for RM 45.90. Come and enjoy this wonderful deal with your friends and family while its still last.



















Freshly Served










Lot of Parking Space











Air Conditioner










Free Wi-Fi
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Bulgogi Brothers is a Korean casual dining restaurant most reknowed for its tasty bulgogi. It is managed by ET&Zeus; Co., a company founded by Intae Jung and Chaiwoo Yi. The first Bulgogi Brothers opened in Gang-Nam, south of Seoul, Korea in 2006 – way before the Gangnam Style became trendy. 




Since then, the quintessential Korean restaurant has gained a cult-like status with more than 40 outlets now in South Korea including one in Canada and four in the Philippines. Along the way, it won Best Korean Restaurant 2012 at the Korean National Brands Award. They are not only serving meats, but also fresh vegetables, seafoods and other Korean foods as you can see in the pictures.











Cooking is an art
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	Spicy Rice Cake
	Kimchi Udong
	Kimchi Jjigae
	Chicken Kimchi Jjigae
	Spicy Seafood Ramen
	Chicken Bibimbap
	Beef Bibimbap
	Spicy Beef Bibimbap with Cheese
	Budae Jjigae
	Korean Spicy Wings With Rice
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	Korean Rice
	Ramyeon Noodles
	Udong Noodles
	Stew
	Barbecues
	Hot Pot Beef and Mushrooms
	Hot Pot Spicy Ham and Sausage
	Hot Pot Spicy Seafood
	Hot Pot Beef and Kimchi
	Ala Carte














More Food & Beverage 









Latest Blogs



	Comfort and Support: Lasinoh’s Nursing Pillow Revolutionizing Breastfeedingby Carrie Lee
April 1, 2024In the intricate dance of motherhood, every detail matters. From the first flutter of anticipation during pregnancy to the tender moments of nursing, mothers deserve products that understand and support their journey. Lasinoh, a beacon of innovation in maternal care, unveils its revolutionary nursing pillow, promising comfort, support, and a seamless breastfeeding experience for mothers

	Unit Investment Trust Malaysia: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guideby Carrie Lee
March 14, 2024Unit investment trust Malaysia has emerged as a popular vehicle for individuals looking to dive into the world of investments. These trusts offer a unique blend of flexibility, diversity, and the potential for growth, making them an attractive option for first-time investors. This guide aims to break down the concept of unit investment trusts in

	Navigating Assurance: Exploring Allianz Assistance Singaporeby Carrie Lee
March 13, 2024In an era where unforeseen circumstances can disrupt travel plans or daily routines, having a reliable partner for assistance and insurance is invaluable. Allianz Assistance Singapore stands out as a trusted name, offering a comprehensive range of services designed to provide peace of mind and support in times of need. Delve into the offerings of

	Unitrade: Your Trusted Provider of PVC Solvent Cement in Malaysiaby Carrie Lee
March 1, 2024Unitrade has been a leading supplier of construction materials and solutions in Malaysia for over four decades, catering to the diverse needs of clients across various industries. Among its comprehensive range of products, PVC solvent cement stands out as an essential component for joining pipes and fittings in plumbing and drainage systems. Understanding PVC Solvent

	Where to Get Miniature 3D Printing File: Best Sources for Fantasy RPGsby Carrie Lee
January 24, 2024Knowing where to get miniature 3D printing file gives one significant aspect to the use of miniatures, which is to represent characters, creatures, and scenery. With the advent of 3D printing technology, acquiring these miniature 3d printed toys has become more accessible and customizable. In this article, we explore the best sources for miniature 3D
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Unveiling the World of 3D Printed Toysby Carrie Lee
October 19, 2023In the contemporary world of toys, 3D printing has emerged as a game-changer. Websites like www.r3dprints.com.my showcase the pinnacle of this innovation. Providing unmatched customization, environmental benefits, and a fresh approach to design, 3D printed toys are capturing the imaginations of both young and old. Let’s dive into this groundbreaking realm. Endless Customization Possibilities One

	Korean Cooking Techniques: Unveiling the Secrets Behind Tasty Traditional Dishesby Carrie Lee
October 17, 2023Are you ready to embark on a gastronomic journey through the vibrant and flavorful world of Korean cuisine? Look no further! In this article, we will delve into the cooking techniques and methods used to prepare the delectable traditional dishes that have captivated the taste buds of food enthusiasts worldwide. From savory soups to sizzling

	Unleash Your Culinary Creativity with Tasty Traditional Korean Dishesby Carrie Lee
October 16, 2023Are you tired of the same old recipes on rotation and are looking to infuse some excitement into your cooking? Well, say annyeonghaseyo to the vibrant world of traditional Korean cuisine! With its rich flavors, unique ingredients, and dynamic cooking techniques, Korean dishes are sure to take your taste buds on an exhilarating journey. Introduction:

	The Iconic Dishes of Korean Cuisineby Carrie Lee
October 15, 2023Korean cuisine has gained global recognition for its bold flavors, vibrant colors, and unique combination of ingredients. From spicy and savory to sweet and tangy, the cuisine offers a delicious array of dishes that have become iconic representations of Korean culture. Let’s delve into some of the most beloved and well-known dishes that come to

	The Secrets Behind Tasty Korean Dishes: A Culinary Journey Filled with Laughter and Flavorby Carrie Lee
October 14, 2023Have you ever wondered what makes Korean cuisine so irresistibly delicious? Prepare to embark on a flavorful adventure as we uncover the key ingredients that bring the magic to Korean dishes. But hold on tight, because we’re about to take a humorous twist on this delectable journey! Introduction: Unveiling the Mysterious Ingredients in Korean Delicacies

	Title: Exploring the Joy of Korean Cuisine: Simple Recipes to Master Trendy Dishes!by Carrie Lee
October 13, 2023Introduction Are you ready to embark on a culinary journey to the heart of Korea? Korean cuisine has gained immense popularity worldwide, thanks to its unique flavors and vibrant dishes. From spicy and savory to sweet and tangy, Korean food offers a delightful blend of taste sensations. In this article, we will guide you through

	Title: K-Fusion: Unleash Your Inner Chef with Trendy Korean Dishes Made Easyby Carrie Lee
October 12, 2023Feeling the K-wave? Craving some flavorful deliciousness that will transport your taste buds to the streets of Seoul? Look no further! In this humorous guide, we’ll explore how to make trendy Korean dishes that will leave your friends and family begging for more. Prepare yourself for a fusion of flavors, traditions, and a dash of


	


	



		
	



	
	


	
	

		
		  
          About us
			Annyeong-haseyo. Enjoy K-town in the heart of KL. Here, every table is equipped with its own state-of-the-art built-in grill, and every dish is made-to-order using only the finest ingredients. So walk in with a big appetite and then leave with a full belly – minus the lingering aroma of barbecue on your clothes.
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              We Are Bring Korea To Your Table!
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              Book A Table
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